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Background and Aims: Recently it has been proved that some of
Enterobacteriacea like Klebsiella pneumoniae, which carry PKS islands, damage
dsDNA by encoding Colibactin genotoxin; and finally they induce some
apoptosis in damaged mucosal cells. This study aimed to isolating the clbN and
clbB genes, which are the markers of the PKS genomic island, from PKS cluster
in these bacteria
Materials and Methods: In this study, 110 biopsies were obtained from
colorectal cancer patients referred to the clinic of Imam Khomeini Hospital.
Then, all samples were cultured in LB medium for bacterial isolation. In the
next step, Klebsiella peunomoniae was detected by biochemical and
microbiological tests. Finally, the genomes were extracted by boiling method
and then were amplified by PCR with specific clbN and clbB gene primers.
Results: Our findings have showed 30 Klebsiella pneumonia isolated out of 110
biopsies (27.3%) from patients with colorectal cancer; in which all of
biochemical and microbial experiments including Gram-negative staining
confirmed this bacteria. Also, 23.23% frequency of clbN were positive, 20%
frequency of clbB were positive genes in the isolated Klebsiella pneumonia, and
13.33% frequency were positive for both clbB and clbN genes as simultaneous.
Conclusions: It is expected to find a significant correlation between Klebsiella
bacteria which carries PKS genes and colorectal cancer by increased number of
samples. The lower frequencies for Klebsiella with clbB and clbN positive strain
in patients with colorectal cancer were shown in European countries based on
the results of this study rather than the similar studies.
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Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC), as a multifactorial

and 5". These two genomes associated with

disease, is a common cancer in the world and

each other create a pre-reconstruction named N-

Iran. There are some risk factors for this disease

acyl-D-asparagine

such as genetic background and environmental

Colibactin according to the effect of clbP. On

factors, as well as bacterial infections [1].

the other hand, clbQ and clbA as the final

Klebsiella

pneumonia

Gram-negative

markers are subset to the PKS genomic island

immobile,

encapsulated,

lactose-fermenting,

[12]. The Colibactin damages to double-

facultative anaerobic, and rod shaped bacteria.

stranded DNA and increased level of H2AX

Klebsiella pneumonia is the main factor of

histone, lead to the activation of the DNA

about 1% bacterial pneumonia [2, 3, 4]. The

ddamage

studies showed that a certain type of infection

necessary for protection of genetic information

of Entrobacteriaceae especially E.coli and

and the identification of cell genome against the

Klebsiella pneumonia with PKS has a positive

invasion of environmental factors and other

strain. This strain of bacteria can promote

ROS endogenous activities. This mechanism

colorectal cancer in patients with inflammatory

along a molecular cascade causes the stop of

bowel disease (IBD), Crohn’s disease,

cell cycle through G2 process. If the restoration

is

a

and

which

rresponse

finally

(DDRs).

produces

DDRs

are

ulcerative colitis [5, 6, 7].

rose in a normally way, the cell proliferation

The bacteria with PKS genes (genome cluster)

has to become in a natural circle; otherwise, the

can produce a kind of exo-toxin colibactin

cell deviates to the apoptosis in which mutation

which is able to damage the host genomic cells

may come to be happened in the genome [13].

subjected to compose inflammation all over the

So it will lead to the initiation and progression

colon’s wall. Colibactin is a kind of toxin

of colorectal cancer by considering this fact

produced

and

that the bacteria with PKS gene disrupt the cell

nonribosomal peptide. A perfect knowledge

cycle by producing the colibactin as secondary

about the mechanism is not in hand. A kind of

metabolites of bacteria. Therefore the aim of

genomic cluster (54 kbp) has been placed in

this paper is describing the latest achievements

asnW tRNA locus,

liable to Colibactin

regarding Analysis of clbN and clbB genes in

synthesis. This area is consisted of 23 open

isolated Klebsiella pneumonia of biopsies

reading

from patients with colorectal cancer in Iran.

from

frame

hybrid

(ORF),

polyketide

3

non-ribosomal

peptide megasynthesis (NRPS), 3 polyketide
megasynthesis (PKS), 2 hybrid of (PKS-NRPS),

Materials and Method

and 9 enzymes for rebuilding and slicing [8, 9,

In this project, as a cross–sectional and

10, 11].

experimental study, we collected 110 biopsies

clbB (5000 bp) and clbN (7000 bp) are as

from patients with colorectal cancer and IBD

molecular markers respectively for spaces of 3"

who referred to the clinic of colonoscopy in
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Imam Khomeini Hospital, and Tumor Bank in

carried out with the suitable reagents as follow:

Tehran, during two years. This study was

1 µ1 or 100 ng DNA, 6 µ1 Master mix

approved by Ethics Committee of Islamic

(Ampliqon Co. Denmark), 1µ1 of each primers,

Azad university of Farahan branch. All of the

forward and reverse, with 10 mM concentration

participants filled out the questionnaire and

(Gene Fanavaran Co.), and 4 µ1 deionized

consent form and presented them to the ethics

water with 12 µl total volume for each reaction.

committee. All of the specimens had the

The PCR was done on the thermocycler,

demographic data and pathology reports

Techno, UK by this program: 94ºC for 5 minute

which used for future analysis. None of

denaturation and 30 cycles with 94ºC, 58ºC and

patients hadn’t been received any remedy

72ºC for 30 second respectively and final

(chemotherapy, drug remedy or radiotherapy)

elongation temperature was 72ºC for 5 minute.

and they hadn’t been diagnosed Hereditary

All of the PCR products were analyzed by

non polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) or

electrophoresis on 1%

other cancers. The sterilized tube samples

expected size of products for clbB and clbN

were transported into the National Institute

genes were 500 bp and 700 bp respectively.

Genetic

Statistical analysis

Engineering

and

Biotechnology

agarose gel. The

laboratory. All of the biopsies cultured in the

Statistical analyzes were done by Fisher exact

LB-broth and then in differential mediums in

test and Chi-square test by the SPSS software,

of Entrobacteriaceae

version 17. and if α<0.05, the p-value was

order

to isolation

bacteria including Klebsiella pneumonia.

considered significant.
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Then the biochemical and microbial tests
such as TSI and IMVIC were done to confirm

Results

the existence of Klebsiella pneumonia. All of

In this study, we could isolate 30 Klebsiella

the mediums for microbial experiments were

pneumonia out of 110 biopsies (27.3%) from

produced in Merk Co. Germany.

patients with colorectal cancer. Fortunately, all

The DNA of bacteria were extracted by boiling

of biochemical and microbial experiments,

method. Evaluation of quality and quantity of

including Gram-negative staining confirmed

extracted DNAs was done by electrophoresis on

this bacteria. We found that 4 of the participants

0.8% agarose gel and spectrophotometry on 260

in this study (3.63%) had not shown the

and 280 nm.

symptoms of colorectal cancer during sampling,

The sequence of designed specific primers for

while two years follow up confirmed their

clbB and clbN genes are ClbB F: GAT TTG

infection with colon cancer.

GAT ACT GGC GAT AAC CG, ClbB R: CCA

The results showed that the frequency of

TTT CCC GTT TGA GCA CAC, ClbN F: GTT

Klebsiella pneumonia with clbN positive strains

TTG CTC GCC AGA TAG TCA TTC and

was 23.23%. It means that 7 samples out of 30

ClbN R: CAG TTC GGG TAT GTG TGG

were positive for clbN (Fig 1).

AAG G. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
165
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Klebsiella

were positive for both clbB and clbN genes as

pneumonia with clbB positive strains was 20%

simultaneous; so there were no significant

or in the other words 6 samples out of 30 were

differences between clbB, clbN and colorectal

positive for clbB gene (Fig 2). The analysis also

cancer (P>0.05).

Moreover,

the

frequencies

of

showed that 4 samples with 13.33% frequency
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Fig 1. Analysis of clbB gene on 1% agarose gel. From left to right; lane1, ladder
100bp, Fermentase Co. lane 2: Positive control, gifted from France, University of
Toulouse; lane 3: Negetive control; lanes 4-7, PCR products of a few samples with
clbB gene. The size of PCR product for clbB gene is 500 bp.

Fig 2. Analysis of clbN gene on 1% agarose gel. From left to right; lane1, ladder
100bp, Fermentase Co. lane 2: Positive control, gifted from France, University of
Toulouse; lane 3: Negative control; lanes 4-7, PCR products of a few samples with
clbN gene. The size of PCR product for clbN gene is 700 bp.

Discussion
Nowadays,

a

study

has

recently

been

can be good examples for this claim. The first

confirmed that there is a specific relation

level of intestinal protective mechanism

among bacteria with colorectal cancer and the

(epithelium) starts by campaign for anti-genes

other long intestinal infections; so that the IBD

and harmful bacteria. The epithelium has a
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covering of secretive cells owning the quality

material would be clbP which is a kind of

of mucosal secretion named goblet, which

protease owning an effect on it [12]. The

sticks to epithelium cells and its function is

biology of colibactin living is placed in its

preventing direct contacts to touch harmful

early occasion yet, because it is detected in

bacteria. Thus, each one of these protective

modern

covers do their task perfectly whether the gets

artificially in any laboratory. But there are

damaged

and

some unanswered questions awaiting now. 1)

bactieremia infections shall be happen [14]. In

How does this toxin can damages DNA, 2)

2004, Martin, et al attended in a work on

how does it get stick to the nucleus cell and get

mucosal glycosylation changes around the

into it 3) Does it contribute to long-term

colon

of

bacterial colonization in vivo [10]. Colibactin

inflammatory colon infection by focusing on

genes were found earlier in E. coli by having

the role of intestinal adhesion with mucosal

marks of ability to transmit genes horizontally.

bacterial. The experts had attended to set up

Genes horizontally transmitted among the

clinical testing in E. coli. in especial. The

bacteremia are one of the most significant

result has confirmed that adhesion mucosal

ways of genetic elements transferring. In

bacterial has a strong effect in colon injuring

respect

or in other meaning colorectal cancer [2].

insertion into asn WtRNA locus, presence of a

Oswalda, et al acknowledged PKS genome

P4like-integrase, the presence of flanking 16

region and chromosomal abnormalities which

bp direct repeats, and elevated G + C content

are effective on the colibactin toxin over a line

are related to the E. coli core genome [9].

of CHO cells. The results obtained from the

Therefore, this problem can itself be a logical

data showed that this toxin causes tetraploidy,

reason for investigation over these genome

aneuploidy, and makes anaphase bridges [15].

islands. Experimental activities around cancer

The strains carrying this genomic clusters,

and bacteria especially on genotoxin issue are

have a land of genome split in double-stranded

complicated in relation to bacteria and host

eukaryote genome, cells in a state of both two

cell interaction. However, it is possible to

conditions

vitro

verify this matter in the area of medical

simultaneously. So it has the ability of forcing

sciences by developing animal models and

inflammatory. Now the majority of the

arising the quality of tests [10]. Johnson

characteristics of this mechanism is unknown;

(2008), stated that clbB and clbN have a

so further studies are mostly around the

significant effect on bacteremia cycling. So

genetic structure and the function of colibactin

that he isolated clbB and clbN positive bacteria

for this remark. The present report states the

in 58% blood and 32% fecal strains. The

role of clbB, clbN in the beginning of

relationship between these genes and other

colibactin biosynthesis. clbB and clbN make a

virulence factors is investigated. However,

pre-drug (N-acyl-D Asparagine), so finally the

they can be a therapeutic target or prevention

167

or

cancer

of

not,

and

in

so

the

vivo

colonization

other

and

cases

in

time

to

and

these

cannot

remarks,

be

achieved

chromosomal
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of bacteremia [16]. In contrast to his research,

13.33% frequency for both clbB and clbN

the bacteria in this study were isolated from

positive genes as simultaneous in 30 isolated

colorectal

Klebsiella

biopsies

and

a

significant

The

reason

of

relationship between clbN, clbB (p-value

disparity in statistical ending may return to

>0.05) and colorectal cancer was investigated,

nutrition, colon normal Flora, and different

but there was no significant relationship.

routine infections among two population

Putze,

et

al

their

memberships. Although sampling was the

investigation over genetic structure of PKS

most important imitating factor in this study,

and

other

so we suggest a similar study with increased

Enterobacteriacea bacteria, and reported that

sample size to find significant results. Totally,

there are other members of Enterobacteriacea

the lower frequencies for Klebsiella with clbB

such as Enterobacter aerogenes, Citrobacter

and clbN positive strain in patients with CRC

koseri, and Klebsiella pneumonia in addition

were shown based on the results of this study

to E. coli. The results of this study have

rather than similar studies in European

indicated that among 1565 isolated samples,

countries.

genetic

(2009)

have

distribution

done

between

%9.5 was related to E. coli, 3.5% with Klebsiella
pneumonia, 27.3% with Enterobacter aerogenes
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pneumonia.

Conclusion

and 100% Citrobacter koseri, in which all of

The aim of current research is analyzing the

them were clbB and clbN positive. So this

presence of the PKS Island within some strains

result showed that the frequency of these

of Enterobacteriacea, except E. coli over the

genes in E. coli are more than other isolated

isolated bacteria from biopsies of colorectal

Enterobacteriacea [16]. In present research,

cancer patients in which the positive marks

for the first time in Iran, it was attempted to

were selected. It also statistically indicated that

investigate dispersion and participating of

positive and volunteer’s samples were being in

clbB, clbN, as two important genes in the PKS

quantity more than people infected in cancer.

Island. In the other Enterobacteriacea strains,

On the other hand, there was not any sign of a

except E. coli, Klebsiella pneumonia was

meaningful relationship between clbB and

isolated from mucosal tissues infected in

clbN clusters. The main reason of not having a

colorectal cancer. The positive control strain

kind of meaningful relation should come back

that used in this testing was E. coli strain of

to the difficulty of handling more infected

Nissel, which is the name of its detector that

samples

and small

statistical

had been gifted here by Toulouse university

indeed.

Collecting

demographic

department in France. The 3.5% dispersion of

frequency analysis of the PKS Island in other

clbB and clbN in 104 samples had been

members of Enterobacteriacea, and their sources

reported in Putze’s

the

are the next aims of this study. At the end, the

Klebsiella pneumonia. It is considered this

PCR products of some positive strains will be

study confirmed their data since we found

sent to sequencing and phylogenetic studies.

studying about
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